FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Voxware’s Voice Automation Solutions Take Center Stage at Modex
2022
Attendees have the opportunity to demo VoxTempo; Realize productivity in less than 10 minutes
Hamilton, NJ & MODEX 2022 – March 15, 2022 – Voxware, a leading provider of voice software
and analytics solutions for the supply chain, will give Modex 2022 attendees the ability to see
how their automation technology can get warehouse workers productive in less than ten
minutes. Booth #7481 will be a popular location throughout Modex for companies challenged
by today’s tight labor market and those struggling to meet customer demand.
Voxware will also host an on-floor educational seminar on Tuesday, March 29th at 3:30pm ET in
Theater I. “How Voice Automation and Supply Chain Analytics Deliver a Flawless Customer
Experience” will be presented by Octavio Salazar, Vice President of Operations, for Gold Star
Foods. Octavio will share how Voxware’s multimodal automation technologies including voice,
scanning and mobile printing, along with supply chain analytics enabled his company to
radically improve accuracy, increase worker productivity and add order volume without hiring
new employees. Octavio will also spend time in the Voxware booth answering questions from
attendees.
“So much has changed since the last time we attended Modex in 2020,” said Keith Phillips,
President & CEO of Voxware. “But the one thing that has remained constant is that customers
expect on-time and accurate delivery of their orders. Fueled by the explosion of eCommerce
the past two years, companies in all industries are looking for ways to overcome labor
challenges and still be able to meet growing customer demands. Our voice automation
solutions are an affordable option for companies of all sizes looking to do more with less. Our
team is excited to welcome attendees back to our booth and share how our solutions can meet
their needs.”
Within booth #7481, Voxware has created two safe-spaces for guests to demo VoxTempo™,
Voxware’s Natural Language Voice Recognition engine. Using a sterilized headset in this
comfortable environment, attendees will see first-hand how their own workers can get up to
speed and become productive in less than ten minutes. They will execute a picking assignment
just as they would in their own distribution center.
In addition to the VoxTempo demo, VoxPilot®, Voxware’s enterprise analytics solution will be
on display. Voxware’s system design experts will walk guests through various scenarios to show
how a number of business challenges can be overcome by deploying these advanced analytics.
Modex 2022 attendees will want to make time to visit Voxware in booth #7481. In addition to
the above-mentioned demos, Voxware will have other automation and robotics technology to

discuss. Be sure to follow Voxware on LinkedIn for more announcements coming during Modex
2022.
About Voxware
Voxware offers technology solutions that deliver essential supply chain information exactly
when and where it’s needed, optimizing the speed, accuracy and efficiency of distribution
operations. Its product suite includes both warehouse automation and analytics solutions
uniquely focused on distribution functions. With these solutions, companies reach an
unprecedented understanding of how best to manage their operations, improving profitability
by reducing costs and exceeding customer expectations. For more information, please
visit www.voxware.com.
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